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Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com> 19 October 2023 at 00:46
To: forconf2010@abv.bg
Cc: ForestryIdeas@ltu.bg

To the Editor of Forestry Ideas

Dear Sir/Madam,

Please find enclosed with this letter the manuscript entitled
“Plant Adaptability And Species Diversity After Coal Mining Reclamation In South Borneo”
Hari Sutikno, Syarifuddin Kadir, Hafizianor, Yusanto Nugroho
Corresponding author:
ynugrohoulm@gmail.com  
Faculty of Forestry, Universitas Lambung Mangkurat, Indonesia

This paper is part of my students’ dissertation. He needs a published article to take the final exam. We hope you can
help us and consider this manuscript as a publication in Forestry Ideas. Here is the abstract:

Reclamation is an important activity to support ecosystem recovery after mine closure. The success of this effort
depends on plant adaptability to environmental pressure, primarily related to high-acidity soil. However, there needs to
be more information about plant adaptability in reclamation sites, although it is required to determine the alternative
species for supporting revegetation efforts. This study investigated the adaptability of multiple tree species used for
coal mining reclamation and assessed their essential role in enhancing biodiversity in the degraded ecosystem. An
ecological survey was conducted using a transect line method with a sampling plot size of 20×20 m and an interval
from each 50 m. This study found that seven species were used to support the reclamation efforts in the study site,
i.e., Aleurites moluccana, Archindendron pauciflorum, Artocarpus heterophyllus, Artocarpus integer, Durio zibethinus,
Hevea brasiliensis, and Mangifera casturi. The survival across species was 78.60−89.39%, with a height of
64.75−133.94 cm and a diameter of 0.59−1.39 cm. The species diversity was low, with a richness of 0.98 and a
heterogeneity of 0.84. These species also had an unbalanced distribution pattern with an evenness index of 0.43.
These findings showed that the selected plant species had good adaptability to the environmental conditions of the
reclamation site. Although their contribution to biodiversity improvement was still low, there was a positive contribution
from these species to biodiversity recovery after the mine closure. Further investigation is still required to monitor the
long-term benefits of these species on ecosystem recovery in the reclamation area.

Sincerely yours,
Yusanto 
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Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg> 19 October 2023 at 03:36
To: Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com>

Dear Yusanto Nugroho,

Thanks for your interest in our journal!
Your manuscript is registered under number 23-468.
After an initial review of your manuscript, I will send you a file with possible recommendations for its
improvement. That will happen soon.

Please fill in, sign and send me a scanned statement of publication ethics (attached).

Best regards,

Prof. Milko Milev – Editor in Chief of the journal ‘Forestry Ideas’
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University of Forestry
10 Kliment Ohridski Blvd.
Sofia 1797
BULGARIA

>-------- Оригинално писмо --------
>От: Yusanto Nugroho ynugrohoulm@gmail.com
>Относно: Manuscript Submission
>До: forconf2010@abv.bg
>Изпратено на: 19.10.2023 13:46
[Quoted text hidden]
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Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com> 19 October 2023 at 09:55
To: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>

Dear Professor Milko Milev,

Enclosed, we send the scan of the publication ethics statement.
Thank you.
[Quoted text hidden]
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Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg> 19 October 2023 at 13:48
To: Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com>

Thanks Yusanto Nugroho!

After the initial review, I attach the start-up file with fixes in the style of the journal. Please note that this
is a working file, always work on the last sent file and follow the formatting (do not change it).
Please make the necessary adjustments – look at the coloured: the green I think is right, the yellow must
be checked and corrected, the red to be deleted and the heavenly are clarifications by me.

Please see the payment terms on the journal's website: https://forestry-ideas.info/
instructions/instructions_Index.php

The payment of the fee is made at the end – after the acceptance of the article in pdf format and according
to the number of pages of the pdf file.

We uploading the articles to the Journal website as soon as it was accepted and the fee has been paid.

Best regards,

Prof. Milko Milev – Editor in Chief of the journal ‘Forestry Ideas’
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>Относно: Re: Manuscript Submission
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>До: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>
>Изпратено на: 19.10.2023 22:55
[Quoted text hidden]
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Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com> 22 October 2023 at 15:39
To: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>

Dear Professor Milko Milev,

Thank you for giving us an opportunity to revise this manuscript. The green highlight indicates the changed aspects of
this manuscript. 
We have also deleted the red highlight and provided our confirmation for blue heavenly with the bold statement.
We hope this revised version is more suitable for the Forestry Ideas.

We also agree to pay the APC when this article is accepted. We hope this article is published as soon as possible
since the student needs it to take the final exam and avoid the punishment from the graduate division in our university.

Sincerely,
Yusanto Nugroho
[Quoted text hidden]
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Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg> 22 October 2023 at 23:19
To: Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com>

Dear Yusanto Nugroho,

We begin the review process with this file (attached). The review process will take 1–2 months –
according to the activity of the reviewers we will invite.

Best regards,
Milko

>-------- Оригинално писмо --------
>От: Yusanto Nugroho ynugrohoulm@gmail.com
>Относно: Re: Manuscript Submission
>До: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>
>Изпратено на: 23.10.2023 04:39
[Quoted text hidden]
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Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com> 22 October 2023 at 23:35
To: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>

Professor Milko Milev,

Thank you for your confirmation. We will wait for the review process.

Yusanto Nugroho

[Quoted text hidden]

Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg> 20 November 2023 at 11:06
To: Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com>
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Dear Yusanto Nugroho,

We received two reviews for your manuscript (attached R1 and R2). They contain useful remarks and
recommendations. Reviewers suggested corrections and remarks to the manuscript file itself, inclusive.
Please make the necessary improvements as recommended by reviewers and your view as authors. Just
for unacceptable recommendations, provide brief motives.
Then we will continue the review process with the improved file.
Please work on the last file of your manuscript (attached now).

Best regards,
Milko

>-------- Оригинално писмо --------
>От: Yusanto Nugroho ynugrohoulm@gmail.com
>Относно: Re: Manuscript Submission
>До: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>
>Изпратено на: 23.10.2023 12:35
[Quoted text hidden]
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Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com> 9 December 2023 at 22:44
To: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>

Dear Professor Milko Milev,

We apologize for our late response since we just returned from the fieldwork to monitor the reclamation effort on
another site.
The letter of response and revised paper have been enclosed here. We hope it is more suitable for publication in
forestry ideas.
Thank you.

Sincerely,
Yusanto
[Quoted text hidden]
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23-468-Yusanto Nugroho-Revised.docx
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Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg> 9 December 2023 at 23:05
To: Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com>

Thank you very much Yusanto!
We continue the review process with this improved file.

Best regards,
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Milko

>-------- Оригинално писмо --------
>От: Yusanto Nugroho ynugrohoulm@gmail.com
>Относно: Re: Manuscript Submission
>До: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>
>Изпратено на: 10.12.2023 10:44
[Quoted text hidden]

Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com> 9 December 2023 at 23:08
To: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>

We also have other questions. If we want to submit another manuscript in Forestry Ideas, should we wait until we get
the final decision of the current paper?
Please let us know. Thank you.

Sincerely,
Yusanto
[Quoted text hidden]

Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg> 10 December 2023 at 01:44
To: Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com>

Dear Yusanto,
Your next manuscript is welcome. The limit is up to 2 articles in the same issue of the journal.

Best regards,
Milko

>-------- Оригинално писмо --------
>От: Yusanto Nugroho ynugrohoulm@gmail.com
>Относно: Re: Manuscript Submission
>До: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>
>Изпратено на: 10.12.2023 11:08
[Quoted text hidden]

Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com> 24 December 2023 at 07:24
To: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>

Dear Professor Milko Milev,

Merry Christmas for you and your family. I highly apologize for contacting you during your holiday.
However, I faced a difficult situation wherein the PhD committee at my university asked me about my student's
manuscript progress.
He needs a published paper to avoid the dropout punishment in the next semester. Would you mind giving information
about the review process?
Thank you.

Sincerely,
Yusanto. 

[Quoted text hidden]

Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg> 26 December 2023 at 00:00
To: Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com>

Thank you very much Yusanto!
I wish you a happy New Year 2024 and may it be peaceful, healthy and successful for you!

We received a second review for the improved manuscript from reviewer 2 (R2-2). It is positive and without any
remarks. So, we are very close to successfully publishing your article. Now I send it for language and style editing to
our editor. So you don't have to worry, I am sending you a certificate of the status of the manuscript.

Kind regards,
Milko

mailto:ynugrohoulm@gmail.com
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>-------- Оригинално писмо --------
>От: Yusanto Nugroho ynugrohoulm@gmail.com
>Относно: Re: Manuscript Submission
>До: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>
>Изпратено на: 24.12.2023 19:24
[Quoted text hidden]
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Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg> 26 December 2023 at 00:31
To: Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com>

Dear Yusanto,
We have just received a third review (R3) of your improved manuscript (this surprised me because I was not
promised). This does not significantly change what was written in the previous email.
I'll just wait to send the file to our language and style editor.

R3 contains some useful remarks and recommendations. He suggested corrections and remarks to the
manuscript file itself, inclusive. Please make the necessary improvements as recommended by reviewer
R3 and your view as authors. Just for unacceptable recommendations, provide brief motives. Then we
will continue with language and style editing

Please work on the last file of your manuscript (attached now again - with date 26.12.2023). I expect your
final file soon.

Kind regards,
Milko

>-------- Оригинално писмо --------
>От: Yusanto Nugroho ynugrohoulm@gmail.com
>Относно: Re: Manuscript Submission
>До: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>
>Изпратено на: 24.12.2023 19:24
[Quoted text hidden]

3 attachments
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Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com> 26 December 2023 at 01:45
To: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>

Dear Milko,

Thank you for your prompt response. We will try to use your acceptance letter to negotiate with the graduate
committee.
I hope they can consider it. Also, here is our response to the third reviewer. Every change has been indicated by
green highlights
Thank you.

Sincerely,
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Yusanto
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Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg> 26 December 2023 at 01:56
To: Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com>

Thanks Yusanto!
I will answer you later.

Best regards,
Milko

>-------- Оригинално писмо --------
>От: Yusanto Nugroho ynugrohoulm@gmail.com
>Относно: Re: Manuscript Submission
>До: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>
>Изпратено на: 26.12.2023 13:45
[Quoted text hidden]

Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg> 28 December 2023 at 05:20
To: Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com>

Thanks Yusanto!
I just replaced the word species with plants on line 118 (2 in green).

We will make now a language editing by our editor.

Best regards,
Milko

>-------- Оригинално писмо --------
>От: Yusanto Nugroho ynugrohoulm@gmail.com
>Относно: Re: Manuscript Submission
>До: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>
>Изпратено на: 26.12.2023 13:45
[Quoted text hidden]
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Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com> 28 December 2023 at 13:14
To: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>

Dear Professor Milko Milev,

Thank you for this update. I have tried to communicate with the graduate committee regarding this manuscript by
sending the letter of acceptance from you previously. They have not provided feedback yet. I hope it can be accepted
as a consideration to give an extension opportunity for my PhD student. Please let me know how much APC we must
pay for this publication when you have this information.

Sincerely,
Yusanto

[Quoted text hidden]

Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg> 28 December 2023 at 22:20
To: Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com>
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Dear Yusanto,
Payment of the fee (20 euros per page - according to the pages of the pdf file). Usually the final pdf file is
1-2 pages less than the working Word.docx file.
I guess the pages in the pdf will be 11 and the fee will be 220 euros.

Best regards,
Milko
>-------- Оригинално писмо --------
>От: Yusanto Nugroho ynugrohoulm@gmail.com
>Относно: Re: Manuscript Submission
>До: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>
>Изпратено на: 29.12.2023 01:14
[Quoted text hidden]

Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg> 30 December 2023 at 11:39
To: Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com>

Dear Yusanto,

This is the result of the language and style editing.
There are suggestions for adjustments and questions you need to clarify.
Please carefully make the proposed adjustments one by one.

Best regards,
Milko

>-------- Оригинално писмо --------
>От: Yusanto Nugroho ynugrohoulm@gmail.com
>Относно: Re: Manuscript Submission
>До: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>
>Изпратено на: 29.12.2023 01:14
[Quoted text hidden]
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Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com> 31 December 2023 at 01:32
To: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>

Dear Professor Milko Milev,

Here is the confirmed Language editing from us. 
Thank you

Sincerely,
Yusanto
[Quoted text hidden]

23-468-Yusanto Nugroho-LE-confirmed.docx
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Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg> 31 December 2023 at 05:57
To: Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com>

Dear Yusanto,
I will review your file and get back to you next year.
I wish you a pleasant welcome to the New Year 2024!

Best,
Milko

>-------- Оригинално писмо --------
>От: Yusanto Nugroho ynugrohoulm@gmail.com
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>Относно: Re: Manuscript Submission
>До: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>
>Изпратено на: 31.12.2023 13:32
[Quoted text hidden]

Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com> 31 December 2023 at 12:57
To: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>

Dear Professor Milko Milev,

Thank you for your response. Happy new year.

Sincerely,
Yusanto
[Quoted text hidden]

Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg> 31 December 2023 at 23:01
To: Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com>

Thanks Yusanto!
I have reviewed how you have corrected the text and it is good.
A re-review has just been received from the first reviewer (R1-2 attached). He has only one remark, which refers to a
sentence on lines 184-185 (I've yellowed it). Please consider and if necessary make an appropriate correction in this
place.
After that, we will move on to pre-press preparation of the article.

Best regards,
Milko

>-------- Оригинално писмо --------
>От: Yusanto Nugroho ynugrohoulm@gmail.com
>Относно: Re: Manuscript Submission
>До: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>
>Изпратено на: 01.01.2024 00:57
[Quoted text hidden]

3 attachments

checklist-23-468-R1-2.docx
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23-468-Yusanto Nugroho-R1-2.docx
57K

23-468-Yusanto Nugroho-final-01.01.2024.docx
57K

Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com> 1 January 2024 at 01:06
To: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>

Professor Milko Milev,

Thank you for sharing this file. We have revised this document following the reviewer's suggestions.
I give a green highlight for the revision. Also, I have received a confirmation from the Graduate Division for my
student.
They can give my student an extension, but the article must be officially published before taking the exam.

Sincerely,
Yusanto
[Quoted text hidden]

23-468-Yusanto Nugroho-final-01.01.2024-Revised.docx
54K

Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg> 1 January 2024 at 02:04
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To: Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com>

Dear Yusanto,
I am glad of the good news for you and your student!
After few days we will do prepress and will send you a pdf-file for proofreading. Then the fee will be
clear according to the pages of the pdf file.

Best regards,
Milko

>-------- Оригинално писмо --------
>От: Yusanto Nugroho ynugrohoulm@gmail.com
>Относно: Re: Manuscript Submission
>До: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>
>Изпратено на: 01.01.2024 13:06
[Quoted text hidden]

23-468-Yusanto Nugroho-final.docx
58K

Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg> 2 January 2024 at 09:31
To: Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com>

Dear Yusanto,

Please check the authors' ORCID ID codes. I found the IDs of two of the authors - check them out. For
the other two authors I did not find an ID, either register or write to remain without an ID. I have changed
the name of your University because it should be in English.

I saw that your article is 10 pages long in pdf.

The value of the fee is 10 pages × 20 euros = 200 euros.
You will have to pay a fee of 200 euros. For this purpose, please see the instructions on the website of the
journal:
https://forestry-ideas.info/instructions/instructions_Index.php and Payment details below.

Please note that may be your national bank or some intermediary bank deducts fee for the sending of
money. We would kindly ask you to ensure that we receive the total amount indicated in Euro.
PAYMENT DETAILS:

BENEFICIARY NAME: University of Forestry – NIS
Аbout: Forestry Ideas
IBAN BG39BNBG96613100104501    (this is the account number)
BENEFICIARY PHYSICAL ADDRESS: 10 Kliment Ohridski Blvd., Sofia 1797
BANK NAME: BNB BANK – CU Sofia
SWIFT BIC Code: BIC: BNBGBGSF
BANK ADDRESS: Knyaz Al. Batenberg Sq. 1, Sofia 1000
COUNTRY: BULGARIA

I will send the invoice scanned as soon as the amount arrives in our accounting.

The invoice will be issued with the following data (please check):

Lambung Mangkurat University
Banjarmasin
Indonesia
Yusanto Nugroho

Best regards,
Milko
>-------- Оригинално писмо --------
>От: Yusanto Nugroho ynugrohoulm@gmail.com
>Относно: Re: Manuscript Submission
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>До: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>
>Изпратено на: 01.01.2024 13:06
[Quoted text hidden]

23-468-Yusanto Nugroho-final.docx
60K

Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg> 2 January 2024 at 10:23
To: Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com>

Dear Yusanto,

This is the PDF file of your article for proofreading.
Please check carefully that everything is OK (I am waiting for information about the ORCID ID).
If you find something to correct, please reflect it in the Word-file by colouring.
If everything is OK – please give your consent to publish the article in this final form.
The value of the fee is 10 pages × 20 euros = 200 euros.
Please pay the fee of 200 euros after your consent. For this purpose, please see the instructions on the
website of the journal:
https://forestry-ideas.info/instructions/instructions_Index.php and Payment details below.

Please note that may be your national bank or some intermediary bank deducts fee for the sending of
money. We would kindly ask you to ensure that we receive the total amount indicated in Euro.
PAYMENT DETAILS:

BENEFICIARY NAME: University of Forestry – NIS
Аbout: Forestry Ideas
IBAN BG39BNBG96613100104501    (this is the account number)
BENEFICIARY PHYSICAL ADDRESS: 10 Kliment Ohridski Blvd., Sofia 1797
BANK NAME: BNB BANK – CU Sofia
SWIFT BIC Code: BIC: BNBGBGSF
BANK ADDRESS: Knyaz Al. Batenberg Sq. 1, Sofia 1000
COUNTRY: BULGARIA

The date of Available online: 15 January 2024 is tentative.
I will send the invoice scanned as soon as the amount arrives in our accounting.
The invoice will be issued with the following data (please check):

Lambung Mangkurat University
Banjarmasin
Indonesia
Yusanto Nugroho

Please send me the payment document for the fee so that we can upload the article to the Journal website
without delay.

Best regards,
Milko
>-------- Оригинално писмо --------
>От: Yusanto Nugroho ynugrohoulm@gmail.com
>Относно: Re: Manuscript Submission
>До: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>
>Изпратено на: 01.01.2024 13:06
[Quoted text hidden]

2 attachments

23-468-Yusanto Nugroho-final.docx
60K
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23-468nn.pdf
292K

Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com> 2 January 2024 at 12:44
To: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>

Professor Milko Milev,

I have checked the galley proof and everything is okay. My student and I also don't have an OrCID so everything is
correct.
We will process the APC payment soon and get back to you after transferring it.

Sincerely,
Yusanto
[Quoted text hidden]

Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg> 2 January 2024 at 12:48
To: Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com>

Thank you very much Yusanto!

Best regards,
Milko

>-------- Оригинално писмо --------
>От: Yusanto Nugroho ynugrohoulm@gmail.com
>Относно: Re: Manuscript Submission
>До: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>
>Изпратено на: 03.01.2024 00:44
[Quoted text hidden]

Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com> 3 January 2024 at 17:37
To: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>

Professor Milko Milev,

We have trouble with the bank transfer in Indonesia for paying APC. Can we use Western Union or Wise
to support our payment? If yes, could you give us the additional information below:

Western Union Transfer/WISE

First Name (Receiver): …

Last Name (Receiver): …

Address: ….                    

City: …

Contact: ….

Bank Transfer

Beneficiary Name: University of Forestry – NIS

Beneficiary Physical Address: 10 Kliment Ohridski Blvd., Sofia 1797

Bank Name: BNB BANK – CU Sofia (BNBGBGSF)

Bank Address: Knyaz Al. Batenberg Sq. 1, Sofia 1000

Account Number: IBAN BG39BNBG96613100104501

SWIFT BIC Code: BIC: BNBGBGSF

Country: Bulgaria

Nominal: 200 euro
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Sincerely,

Yusanto
[Quoted text hidden]

Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg> 3 January 2024 at 22:47
To: Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com>

Dear Yusanto,
We do not have registration in the systems indicated by you and payment through them is not possible.
Your colleagues from Indonesia have successfully paid from banks so far. Perhaps you should check with another
bank for such a possibility.
We had a case with your colleague from Indonesia where the bank could only transfer an amount in US dollars. If this
happens to you, you can pay the fee in US dollars: 200 euros = 219 US dollars.

Best regards,
Milko
>-------- Оригинално писмо --------
>От: Yusanto Nugroho ynugrohoulm@gmail.com
>Относно: Re: Manuscript Submission
>До: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>
>Изпратено на: 04.01.2024 05:37
[Quoted text hidden]

Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com> 3 January 2024 at 22:53
To: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>

Dear Professor Milko,

Thank you for your prompt response. I will try to communicate with my colleague. Is it possible if I ask my friend to pay
this APC? and I will send you the proof of payment.
I mean, the person's name for payment is my friend's name, but your journal will receive full payment. Please let me
know
Thank you.

Sincerely, 
Yusanto
[Quoted text hidden]

Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg> 3 January 2024 at 23:06
To: Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com>

Yes Yusanto, 
It doesn't matter who pays. Just inform me if it is necessary for you in whose name and institution we should issue the
invoice.

Best,
Milko

>-------- Оригинално писмо --------
>От: Yusanto Nugroho ynugrohoulm@gmail.com
>Относно: Re: Manuscript Submission
>До: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>
>Изпратено на: 04.01.2024 10:53
[Quoted text hidden]

Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com> 3 January 2024 at 23:12
To: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>

Thank you for your response. My friend's name is Pandu Y.A.P. Wirabuana. He also had an article in your journal.
He recommended that I submit my article to your journal. I don't know his affiliation since he resigned from his
previous university.
However, I still have his contact information and communicated with him yesterday. I will reach out to you soon after
payment is made.
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Sincerely,
Yusanto
[Quoted text hidden]

Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg> 3 January 2024 at 23:17
To: Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com>

OK Yusanto,

Best,
Milko

>-------- Оригинално писмо --------
>От: Yusanto Nugroho ynugrohoulm@gmail.com
>Относно: Re: Manuscript Submission
>До: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>
>Изпратено на: 04.01.2024 11:12
[Quoted text hidden]

Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com> 4 January 2024 at 14:38
To: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>

Dear Professor Milko Milev,

Pandu has helped us make our APC payment. I have enclosed the proof of payment here.
The money should arrive in your account maximum tomorrow.
Please let me know the payment progress to ensure there is no delay.

Sincerely,
Yusanto
[Quoted text hidden]

APC Payment Yusanto.jpg
78K

Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg> 4 January 2024 at 15:18
To: Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com>

Thank you very much Yusanto!

I will inform you as soon as the fee reaches our accounting. That will probably happen on Monday.

Best regards,
Milko
>-------- Оригинално писмо --------
>От: Yusanto Nugroho ynugrohoulm@gmail.com
>Относно: Re: Manuscript Submission
>До: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>
>Изпратено на: 05.01.2024 02:38
[Quoted text hidden]

Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com> 8 January 2024 at 13:24
To: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>

Professor Milko Milev,
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Could you inform us about our payment? I want to make sure everything is okay.
Thank you.

Sincerely,
Yusanto
[Quoted text hidden]

Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg> 8 January 2024 at 13:49
To: Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com>

Dear Yusanto,
Everything is okay with your payment.
I hope we will be able to upload your article to the site tomorrow. We will upload the first 3 articles from issue 1/2024.
Yours is the 3rd. 
I am attaching it now in its final form.

Best regards,
Milko

>-------- Оригинално писмо --------
>От: Yusanto Nugroho ynugrohoulm@gmail.com
>Относно: Re: Manuscript Submission
>До: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>
>Изпратено на: 09.01.2024 01:24
[Quoted text hidden]

2024_30_1_3.pdf
292K

Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg> 9 January 2024 at 01:24
To: Yusanto Nugroho <ynugrohoulm@gmail.com>

Dear Yusanto,
Your article has been uploaded to the journal site today 09 January 2024.
Please find attached your invoice for the fee.

Thank you for your cooperation and I wish you success!

Best regards,
Milko
>-------- Оригинално писмо --------
>От: Yusanto Nugroho ynugrohoulm@gmail.com
>Относно: Re: Manuscript Submission
>До: Milko Milev <forconf2010@abv.bg>
>Изпратено на: 09.01.2024 01:24
[Quoted text hidden]

Invoice-Yusanto Nugroho.pdf
77K
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